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Abstract
The corner echo is a well-known effect in ultrasonic testing, which allows detection of surface breaking cracks with predomi-
nantly perpendicular orientation to the surface as, for example, corrosion cracks in metal pipes or shafts. This echo is formed
by two planes, the surface of the crack and the surface which the crack breaks. It can also be classified as a half-skip method,
since a reflection of the pulse occurs on the backwall before the reflection at the defect takes place. In combination with the
diffraction from the crack tip, the corner echo also allows crack sizing. As shown in this paper, the corner reflection can be
used in civil engineering for nondestructive inspection of concrete. Commercially available low frequency ultrasonic arrays
with dry point contact sources generate SH transversal waves with sufficient divergence of the sound field in order to detect
corner reflections. Ultrasonic line-scans and area-scans were acquired with a linear array on flat concrete specimens, and the
data were reconstructed by the Synthetic aperture focusing technique. If the angles and the area of reconstruction are chosen
accordingly, the corner echo reflection can be distinguished from other ultrasonic information. The corner echo can thus be
used as a method for deciding whether a crack is a partial-depth crack or a full-depth crack and thus for obtaining a statement
about crack depth. This paper presents corresponding experimental results obtained on concrete specimens with artificial test
defects and cracks induced under controlled conditions.

Keywords Ultrasonic testing of concrete · corner echo · surface breaking cracks · nondestructive testing in civil engineering ·
synthetic aperture focusing technique

1 Introduction

Cracks are a natural constituent of concrete, ranging from
microcracks to sizes and widths, which are clearly visible
to the human eye. They are caused by shrinkage, static or
dynamic mechanical loads, chemical processes or temper-
ature changes during hardening and operational life. Their
appearance at the surface may tell the experienced inspector
the cause for the cracks to develop. Cracks due to shrink-
age have a network like structure and may not reach deep
into the concrete component, while cracks which follow load
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directions or prestressing tendons may be an indication of
overloading. While surface opening cracks can be identified
through visual inspection, their subsurface shape and dimen-
sion may be unknown. Cracks with small surface openings
(< 0.1 mm) can be tolerated [1], whereas larger cracks may
affect the durability of the structure by allowing fast transport
of gaseous and liquid substances and thus revoke the natural
corrosion protection of steel reinforcement. A comprehen-
sive overview of cracks in concrete is compiled in [2].

The dimension of the cracks is especially of interest in
concrete structures which function as a barrier against envi-
ronmental hazards, where cracks can destroy the barrier
function. Such barriers are in widespread use in industry and
public structures and may have a variety of designs. The
crack geometry must be examined in situations where the
structure is only accessible from one side and where proof
is required that the crack is not fully penetrating the con-
crete slab. Naturally, nondestructive methods are preferred
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techniques to execute such a test. In summary, there are sev-
eral reasons to provide a nondestructive technique which can
decide whether a surface breaking crack is a partial-depth
crack or a full-depth crack. The inspection with ultrasound
will require equipment able to cope with the dimensions of
the barrier component and test requirements. A multilayer
design of a slab barrier will not allow testing beyond the first
layer of acoustic isolation.

Ultrasonic techniques, especially with the application of
transducer arrays and subsequent known acoustic methods
for crack detection and crack depth measurement in concrete
are impact echo and ultrasound pulse-echo. A British stan-
dard [3] describes two ultrasonic methods for crack depth
measurement in concrete based on time-of-flight diffraction
(TOFD) measurement. Similar time-of-flight techniques are
known for crack depth measurement with impact-generated
stress waves [4]. TOFD evaluates the first arrival of the pres-
sure wave, which is transmitted and diffracted by the crack
tip. However, thoughmethodswhich rely on crack tip diffrac-
tion andfirst arrival detectionworkwellwith artificial defects
like notches or saw cuts, their results are oftenmuchmore dif-
ficult to interpret in case of real cracks, as observed by several
research groups, see e.g. [5]. It is also possible to use surface
wave transmission for crack depth estimation [6, 7]. Surface
waves can be excited by impacts, either using a hammer blow
or an automatic solenoid impactor, see e.g. [8]. The force
normal to the surface, which results from the impact, can be
modelled as a point source, which radiates more than half of
its energy as a Rayleigh wave [9]. This makes surface wave
applicationwith impact-echomethodvery efficient. In practi-
cal application, the theoretical spectral dependence of energy
transmission is superimposed by near-field scattering of the
crack tip, variations in coupling condition of the emitters and
receivers on rough concrete surfaces, and interfering influ-
ences fromsteel reinforcement, other heterogeneity andnoise
sources. As compensation, a self-calibration procedure was
developed [6, 7]. Application of air-coupled sensors [10] or
air-coupled ultrasonic transducers [11] is reported to improve
the results. A relatively new approach is based on using the
diffusion of incoherent ultrasonic energy to estimate crack
depth [12–14]. However, partially closed cracks, allowing
some part of the ultrasonic energy to transmit, are difficult
to characterise with this method [14] and in our opinion also
affect most of the other methods described above.

Ultrasonic transducers, especially dry point contact trans-
ducers (DPC) [15, 16], allow the excitation of bulk shear
waves with well-defined polarisation and centre frequency.
Area scans with transmitting-receiving transducers or with
linear arrays generate more ultrasonic information than sin-
gle point measurements. Furthermore, post-processing of
ultrasonic line- or area-scan data with the synthetic aperture
focusing technique (SAFT) provides tomographic cross-
sections of the examined component and improves the

Partial-depth crack

Full-depth crack

Backwall crack

Fig. 1 Definition of vertical crack types in concrete

signal-to-noise ratio of the indications in case of heteroge-
neous materials, which scatter the ultrasonic waves [15].
Commercially available arrays allow the practical on-site
application of the shear-wave tomography. Several success-
ful applications of the technique are reported. For example,
component backwalls, reinforcement bars and horizontal
delaminations were successfully imaged with shear wave
arrays [17]. In conventional ultrasonic testing of metals with
longitudinal wave arrays, the full matrix capture (FMC)
measurement procedure with total focusing method (TFM)
reconstruction has been shown to be very suitable for crack
depth determination [18]. An early successful application
of 3D-SAFT to image the faces of a real crack in concrete
is reported in [19]. In this study, an array of broad band
ultrasonic longitudinal wave transducers (50−250 kHz) was
placed at one side of the crack for ultrasound transmission.At
the other side of the crack the ultrasonic signal was detected
with an optical vibrometer, which was scanned with a step
size of 5 mm. Data of several sending positions and corre-
sponding receiver scans were processed with 3D SAFT and
superimposed. However, using conventional contact probes
that rely on coupling agents in combination with an optical
vibrometer ismuchmore complicated for fieldmeasurements
than a scan with a DPC array. Although the depth of notches
was successfully imaged with DPC shear wave arrays, depth
measurement of real cracks was not successful so far [20].

To approach the difficult task of crack dimension mea-
surement in concrete, this paper answers a simple question:
“Is the crack a partial-depth crack or a full-depth crack?”
(Fig. 1). The method we present in the following can be
used either to check whether a crack is a full-depth crack or
not, or it can be used to find vertical cracks that are open
to the backwall of flat concrete components, which are only
accessible from one side. The measurement and evaluation
procedure will be first demonstrated using concrete blocks
with 250 mm thickness with cracks created under controlled
condition. Application to thicker components will be dis-
cussed in the following chapters.
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Fig. 2 Photo of concrete block #6 featuring the full-depth crack: a photo of the entire specimen, b and c enlarged image of the crack area (b on the
top surface, here drill holes used for crack initiation are visible, c on the side face)

2 Concrete Specimens with Reference
Defects

Concrete blocks with notches and cracks initiated under
controlled conditions [21]were utilised for themethod devel-
opment. In ultrasonic testing, it is common to use saw cuts or
notches as reference defects representing cracks. Such arti-
ficial defects are helpful for basic investigations. However,
methods that are successful in finding and determining the
depth of saw cuts may not necessarily work with real cracks.
A saw cut has a constant width over its full depth; it therefore
represents a complete separation down to its tip. The opening
of real cracks, however, varies over their length and depth.
The crack faces can touch, which leads to contact points and
possible transfer of acoustic energy. Steel reinforcement bars,
which may bridge the crack, are present in most cases. Con-
crete is a heterogeneous material consisting of aggregates,
air filled pores, and cement matrix. The crack faces do not
always end in one well-defined line, but rather, a damaged
zone with a multitude of small cracks or pores is possible
instead of a well-defined crack tip. Furthermore, the faces of
a real crack are not perfect planes, but rough surfaces with
variable orientation.

For the research reported here, six concrete blocks of equal
size were used. A photo of one of the blocks is shown in
Fig. 2. In an empirical study, a method was developed to
create cracks with controlled depth [21]. Concrete blocks
with the dimensions 1500 mm× 600 mm× 250 mm (length
× width × thickness) were designed with concrete quality

C30/37 and a maximum aggregate size of 16 mm. All blocks
contain three layers of reinforcement, each layer consisting
of steel bars with 8 or 12 mm diameter oriented parallel to
the block’s top and bottom faces. The reinforcement layout is
designed to limit the crack development, stabilise the crack,
and to guide the crack growth. The highest and lowest layers
placed in a depth of 40 mm relative to the top and bottom
surfaces are identical for all blocks. The depth of the centre
layer varies to limit the intended crack depth. It is positioned
either 85, 125, or 165 mm deep relative to the surface. The
coordinate system used for the measurements and the gen-
eral orientation of the crack or notch is explained in Fig. 3.
The photo of the side face included in Fig. 2 shows the full-
depth crack and the ends of the rebars in width direction in
the respective block. In the case presented in the image, the
middle layer was at position z = 125 mm. Table 1 lists the
properties of all specimens. Here and in the following, an
index extension is added to each ID to illustrate the kind of
defects which the specimen includes: ‘-pdc” for the “partial-
depth crack”, “-fdc” for the “full-depth crack”, “-notch” for
notch and “-free” if no defects inside are supposed.

Specimen #4-free is free of artificial defects and serves
as a reference; specimen #5-notch features a notch with a
depth of 72.5 ± 2.5 mm, which was created without cut-
ting the rebars. The width of the notch is 0.9 ± 0.1 mm.
The specimens #1-pdc, #2-pdc and #3-pdc have partial-depth
cracks.Togenerate these cracks, a rowof six holes (seeFig. 2)
were filled with expansion mortar [21]. The expansion of the
mortar due to curing creates mechanical stress in the block
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Fig. 3 Schematic sketch of a concrete specimen, thickness d, with
defect, depth c. The zero point of the coordinate system is set to the
upper left corner of the specimen

volume around the holes. A crack forms, which splits the
surface between the holes. If the diameter and depth of the
holes are within a certain limit, the crack propagation stops
at depth values around the middle layer of the reinforcement.
The width of these cracks on the top surface ranges between
0.05 and 0.25 mm. Further details regarding the controlled
crack production procedure are described in [21]. In speci-
men #6, the crack was created in two steps. First, the drill
holes were filled with expansion mortar and a partial-depth
crack was initiated. In a second step, the width and the depth
of the holes was increased, and the holes were filled with
expansion mortar again until a full-depth crack formed. The
specimen was rotated once to inspect the back surface and to
verify the full penetration of the crack to the opposite side.
The average width of the full-depth crack on the top surface
is 0.6 mm. In contrast to the other specimens in Table 1,
which were examined with ultrasound after the cracks had
been generated, specimen #6 was imaged in different condi-
tions: Before crack generation, with partial-depth crack and
with full-depth crack.

3 Description of the Test Equipment
and theMeasurement Procedure

Low frequency DPC transducers [15, 16] as transmitters and
receivers allow an efficient transmission and reception of
ultrasonic signals in concrete. For the work reported here,

a commercially available acoustic shear wave device, A1040
MIRA (ACSGroup,Moscow, Russia), was used. The A1040
MIRA is a linear arraywithN = 12 elements, the line-pitch in
the active aperture is p = 30 mm (see Fig. 4c). The distance
between the first element and the last element is 330 mm,
and the offset between the centre of the instrument (nominal
instrument position) to the first element is 165 mm.

Each linear element is formed by a row of four directly
coupled DPC with a spacing of 25 mm within the passive
aperture. This specific combination of transducers is used to
increase the signal amplitudes when transmitting and receiv-
ing and to suppress surface wave emission in the y-direction.
The direction of vibration of the shear DPC and hence the
direction of vibration of the transmitted shear waves is in the
y−direction, perpendicular to the x−z plane. The source can
be seen as a point contact as the tip radius is in the mm range
and therefore one order of magnitude smaller than the ultra-
sonic wavelength λ (typical values are: shear wave velocity
V = 2700 m/s, frequency f = 50 kHz, λ = 54 mm). The
theoretical angular directivity of such an array of shear hor-
izontal (SH) point sources is independent of the angle in the
x-z plane [22–24].

One measurement with the MIRA consists in the acqui-
sition of 66 time signals. If element n acts as a transmitter,
the time signals received by elements {n + 1, n + 2, … N}
are stored. After 11 transmitting events, the measurement is
complete with its sum of 66 transmitter-receiver combina-
tions and 66 corresponding A-scans. Figure 4c illustrates the
beampath of the 66 transmitter-receiver combinations in case
of a plane parallel reflector at 250 mm depth d (backwall).
Independent of the amount of the distance d, the ultrasonic
“rays” hit the backwall at 21 equidistant points with a pitch
of p/2= 15 mm. Note, that this is an idealised model, which
assumes a perfectly flat reflector parallel to the surface. In
dependence of the roughness, scattering and misalignment
of the backwall, the actual ultrasonic energy transmission
may deviate more or less from the ideal condition.

Either line scans (Fig. 5a) or area scans consisting of sev-
eral lines (Fig. 5b) were manually taken with the MIRA

Table 1 Properties of the
concrete specimens Block ID Defect type Centre rebars

z-coordinate (mm)
Defect depth c at
side faces (mm)

x-position of defect
(mm)

1-pdc Crack 85 91 ± 45 855 ± 11

2-pdc Crack 125 98 ± 10 861 ± 10

3-pdc Crack 165 135 ± 11 865 ± 8

4-free Defect free
reference

125 − −

5-notch Notch 125 72.5 ± 2.5 748 ± 3

6-fdc Full-depth
crack

125 250 860 ± 15
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Fig. 4 a, b Images of the A1040 MIRA taken during the measurements. c Schematic sketch of the 12 elements of the MIRA array and 66 lines
representing the shortest distance between all transmitters and receivers in case of specular reflection from a plane backwall
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Fig. 5 Image acquisition and scanning procedure with the linear array
A1040 MIRA: a line scan perpendicular to the crack, b area scan as a
set of line scans

instrument. The length axis of the instrument was aligned in
x−direction, which was also the direction of the line scans.
The step size was 30, 60 or 90 mm in x−direction (line
direction). The spacing between the lines in y−direction was
50mm in case of the area scans. Simplemechanical aids such

as rulers or grids drawn on the surface were used for instru-
ment alignment. The length of the electrical excitation pulses
was either 1 or 1.5 cycles. The nominal centre frequency was
set to 50 kHz. The analog gain was adjusted individually
depending on the ultrasonic attenuation and thickness of the
specimen. All measurements were saved inmapmode, a pro-
gram feature of the MIRA instrument, which allows to save
A-scan arrays. The raw data were read from the instruments
and transferred to the servers of IZFP for further evaluation.

4 SAFT Reconstruction

The SAFT reconstruction is a back-projection of the acquired
acoustic data into the discretized model of the investigated
component volume [15, 25, 26]. SAFT is based on sev-
eral assumptions. Among others it is assumed that each
pixel/voxel of the object model is a point reflector which is a
source of secondary waves. Furthermore, a 180° divergence
of the sound field of each element in the ultrasonic array
is assumed. Therefore, the wave emitted by each ultrasonic
array element reaches all volume points and the element can
receive the ultrasonic responses from all points if it acts as a
receiver.
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Fig. 6 Principle of 2D SAFT reconstruction

Figure 6 shows schematically the back-projection in case
of 2D SAFT. The value Ip of the pixel p in the reconstruc-
tion plane is the sum of the corresponding amplitude values
ATR (t) from all acquired A-scans (Eq. 1). Here, T is the
transmitter, R is the receiver, ATR is the time signal of the
combination TR, t is the time of flight from transmitter T to
the receiverR through the pixel p, SR and ST are the distances
from array elements to the pixel, and V is the sound velocity.
Optionally, an angle-weighting with the cosine function can
be applied to minimise the influence of the surface waves
in the SAFT reconstruction images. In this case each value
ATR(t) is multiplied by K= cos(αT )cos(αR) before the sum-
mation. The direction-depended apodization coefficient K
is not related to the directional characteristic of the DPC,
since the sound field of the SH wave in the inspection plane
is non-directional and uniform for all the directions. This
apodization is used to artificially reduce the influence of the
surface wave, which propagates between the array sensors.
Unless explicitly mentioned (as in Figs. 12 and 13), in this
work, surface wave suppression was always applied in the
standard full-angle SAFT reconstruction to make the near-
surface volume indications as for example indications from
the upmost reinforcement layer more clearly visible.

Ip =
∑11

T=1

∑12

R=T+1
AT R(t = ST + SR

V
) (1)

As an example, Fig. 7 illustrates the reconstruction of a
single-pointMIRAmeasurement taken on the concrete block
#4-free (Fig. 7a). After projection of only one A-scan from
transmitter 1 and receiver 2 (Fig. 7b), the assumed 180°
directivity and the applied cosine-weighting are visible. Each
additional projected ultrasonic signal creates a more precise
result. A synthetic aperture is formed and the projected sig-
nals interfere constructively in the locations of reflectors and
destructively in absence of reflectors. As a rule, a larger aper-
ture increases the information in the reconstructed image. In
Fig. 7c 11 signals (transmitter 1, receivers 2–12) are pro-
jected, and in Fig. 7d the contributions of all 66 signals
were added. The reconstructed image (B-scan) now shows
the locations of the rebars and the backwall, which were in

the cross-section area illuminated by the respective MIRA
measurement.

If the data from several positions of the ultrasonic array
are acquired, a compound-B-scan can be calculated by pro-
cessing all data. The compound-B-scan in Fig. 8 is a 2D
SAFT image calculated from a line-scan consisting of 13
equidistant positions of the MIRA array, step width 90 mm.

Figure 9 shows examples of compound-B-scans calcu-
lated by 2D SAFT from area scans taken on the concrete
specimens listed in Table 1. The images were obtained with
IZFP software, which was written in MATLAB [27]. The
reconstruction of a single line at y = 300 mm is shown as a
representative example. The backwall at a depth of 250 mm
is well visible in all cases as a red horizontal line-shaped
indication. Some of the rebars are visible as dot-like indi-
cations. The reconstruction area was extended to a depth z
= 600 mm. This means that the mirror plane is included;
the horizontal indication at 500 mm depth is an ultrasonic
image of the sample top surface. In Fig. 10, which repeats
Fig. 9h, all mentioned indications are labeled, to make the
interpretation of the images in Fig. 9a−h easier.

As can be seen in Table 1, all specimens, except the refer-
ence #4-free (Fig. 9d) and the specimen #6-free (Fig. 9f) in
defect-free state, feature a notch or a crack at an x−position
between 748 and 865 mm. A corresponding disruption or
disturbance of the backwall indication is well visible in all
compound-B-scans. There are also indications at small z–val-
ues close to the surface at the defect position and in some
cases more indications at different depth values. Another
observation worth noting with respect to specimen #4-free
(Fig. 9d): Here, the backwall indication is not a straight line
as would be expected in the defect-free case, but some inter-
ruptions are visible. In summary, it can be concluded after
evaluating the 2D-SAFT images obtained by standard pro-
cessing: Although the x-position of the defect can be easily
identified in all cases, it is not possible to clearly determine
the depth of the crack or notch.

5 Corner Echo Visualisation Using Linear
DPC Transducer Arrays

A corner reflector is formed by two planes, which are per-
pendicular to each other as shown schematically in Fig. 11.
The white area in Fig. 11 is the acoustic plane, the grey areas
are mirror planes. The green lines show the sound path for
the corner reflection between a transmitter T and a receiver
R on the specimen surface. The ultrasonic wave reflects once
at the backwall (point 2) and once at the vertical wall (point
1). According to the principles of geometric acoustics, the
sound path from transmitter T to receiver R with two reflec-
tions on the vertical and horizontal surfaces is equivalent to
the direct path between the transmitter T and an imaginary
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Fig. 7 a schematic sketch of the ultrasonic array in the measurement position, b−c 2D SAFT reconstruction of the ultrasonic data of a single-point
measurement taken on the concrete specimen #4-free: b one A-scan, c 11 A-scans, d 66 A-scans

Fig. 8 Compound-B-scan of specimen #4-free calculated from a line
scan taken with the MIRA, 13 instrument positions, start position at
x = 200 mm, step width �x = 90 mm

receiver R´. Here R´ is symmetrical to the point R* (the hor-
izontal plane is the symmetry axis), and R* is symmetrical
to R in the vertical plane (Fig. 11).

After simple geometrical derivations, we can localize the
points 1 and 2. Since the lateral position of point 2 is exactly
in the middle between T and R*, we can find �x:

Δx = r + a − 0.5(2r + a) = 0.5a (2)

and after that �z. For this, we evaluate tangent of α :

tanα = a + r − Δx

d
= r + 0.5 · a

d
, Δz = Δxtanα = 0.5 · a · d

r + 0.5 · a
(3)

where r is the distance between the receiver and the verti-
cal wall, a is the distance between transmitter and receiver,
and d is the object thickness. Such a corner is known as a
retroreflector because each wave arriving under an angle α

is reflected back under the same angle. The time-of-flight of
the ultrasonic wave reflected by the corner depends only on
the angle α and not on the distance between transmitter and
receiver.

The effect of the reflection froma corner reflector iswidely
used in the ultrasonic inspection of weld joints to detect ver-
tical cracks in the weld root or for the detection of fatigue
cracks in shafts or tubes. Commonly, single pulse-echo trans-
ducers or phased arrays are used, which generate and receive
vertically polarised shearwaves (SV) under an angle of 45° in
the component under inspection. The intensity of the reflec-
tion of SV waves from the corner is angle-dependent due the
mode conversion, which occurs by the sound reflection on
the steel-air surface [28]. The reflection coefficient of the SV
wave for steel/air is almost 1 for the angles α = 33°–57°
and decreases sharply for angles < 33° and > 57° [28].
The usage of DPC transducer arrays like the MIRA makes
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Fig. 9 Compound-B-scans of the specimens listed in Table 1 calculated
from line scans at position y = 300 mm, start position x = 200 mm,
step width �x = 90 mm. a–e Specimen #1–#5. Note that specimen

#6 was scanned in three different conditions: f without defect, g with
partial-depth crack and h with full-depth crack
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Fig. 10 Indications in the
compound-B-scan of specimen
#6 with full-depth crack

Rebars, top layer Rebars, top layer

Rebars, middle layer

Top surface (via multiple reflection) Backwall (direct reflection)

Rebars, lowest layer

Reflections from crack

Fig. 11 Geometry of the corner
reflector. The green arrows show
the sound path between
transmitter (T) and receiver (R)
in case of specular reflection at a
concrete-air interface. The white
area is the acoustic plane. The
grey areas are mirror planes
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two important differences in comparison to the wide-spread
inspection of metallic components. Firstly, the DPC trans-
ducers of the MIRA array generate horizontally polarised
shear waves (SH). If the planes of the corner reflector are
located in the plane perpendicular to the polarisation plane
of the SH waves, no mode conversion on the object bound-
aries occurs, and the reflection coefficient is almost 1 for
concrete/air for the whole range of angles α. Secondly, the
DPC transducers are directly placed onto the surface without
any wedged delay-line, which is commonly used in the UT
inspection of metals to redirect the main lobe of the sound
field into the desired direction. While for detection of ver-
tical cracks in metals the acoustical energy is concentrated
under 35°−55° to meet the optimal reflection angle, a DPC
transducer generates a non-directional sound field [22–24].
Alternative methods to visualise the corner indication are
therefore necessary.

The standard SAFT reconstruction as provided in Fig. 9
shows the area below the MIRA instrument. In order to
receive a corner echo, however, the sensorsmust be displaced
in x−direction relative to the corner so that the corner can be
insonified at an oblique angle of incidence. The MIRA array
consists of 12 elements with a pitch of 30 mm and a maximal

distance of 330mm. Figure 12a–d show the schematic acous-
tic path of the corner reflection for all transmitter-receiver
combinations of the MIRA. The distance between the nom-
inal position of the MIRA instrument and the corner was
varied as well as the component thickness. The corner is
located at x = 0. In case of an ideal 90° corner, the backwall
is always hit at 11 equidistant points (pitch 15 mm) with a
maximum distance of �x = 330 mm/2 = 165 mm to the
corner. This is independent of the component thickness and
instrument x–position relative to the corner. The distribution
of the reflection points on the vertical corner wing depends
on the specimen thickness and on the instrument position.
According to Eq. (3), the highest point of reflection is located
at

Δz = 0.5 · 330mm · d
xMira − 165mm + 0.5 · 330mm

= d · 165mm

xMira
(4)

This leads to the conclusion that a distance of the nominal
position of the MIRA array of approximately xMIRA = d is a
good choice, because in this case �z = �x, i.e., the acoustic
energy iswell concentrated in the corner.With increasing dis-
tance of the instrument to the corner, the ultrasonic distance
increases, which leads to less received ultrasonic energy due
to beam divergence, scattering and absorption.
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Fig. 12 Distribution of reflective points on the corner surfaces and sound path for all 66MIRA transmitter-receiver combinations for two component
thicknesses and two MIRA positions relative to the corner

The backwall surface causes a strong reflection. If the
thickness and the acoustic attenuation of the inspection object
allow, more than one reflection of the ultrasonic pulse at the
backwall will be detected. After the SAFT reconstruction,
these reflections are presented in the image as equidistant
lines at depth values which are multiples of the thickness
d. As an example, Fig. 13a shows the reconstructed image
of one measurement position on the specimen #6-free before
the crack was produced. This position was chosen in themid-
dle of the specimen’s surface. The cosine-filtering was not
applied. As a consequence, there are high intensity indica-
tions at the depth values 0−60 mm, which are caused by
the surface waves between the transmitters and receivers.
The backwall indication (1) is at depth z = 250 mm and the
surface indication (2) at z = 500 mm. Signal (2) has lower
intensity than the signal (1) due to attenuation of the acoustic
waves. The schematic representation in Fig. 13b illustrates
how the signals (1) and (2) are formed. Note that signal (2) is
formed by a further reflection of the pulse at the component
top and bottom surfaces.

Before considering full-depth cracks, the outer edges of
the specimens can be examined as reference corners. As the
side walls of the specimens are flat and exactly vertical, they
are “ideal” corner reflectors. Figure 14a shows the recon-
structed image of one measurement position close to the side
wall of specimen #6-free (x= 290mm). The sidewall has the
scan coordinate x = 0. The reconstruction area was extended

to the left side such that not only the area below the instru-
ment but also a sideways area between x = −200 mm and x
=+ 290 mm was included. In addition to the indications (1)
from the backwall surface and (2) from the upper surfaces,
there are signals (3), (4), and (5), which have the coordinates
x = 0, and z = 0 mm, z = 250 mm, and z = 500 mm, respec-
tively. All three indications are formed by the side wall as
illustrated in the schematic sketch in Fig. 14b. Signal (3) is
the reflection of the surfacewave from the upper left corner of
the block. Signal (4) is the corner echo, i.e., it is the reflection
of the SH wave from the lower left corner. Signal (5) is the
reflection of the bulk shear wave from the upper left corner
of the block. In this case, the acoustic waves first reflect from
the backwall surface before they reach the corner reflector
and then again reflect from the backwall before they reach
the receivers.

The extension of the reconstruction area in combination
with a position of the instrument that is not above the cor-
ner but displaced by about x = d allows a visualisation of
the corner reflection. Figure 15a shows once more a SAFT-
reconstruction of a single scan line taken on specimen #6-fdc
with a full-depth crack. The reconstruction areawas extended
to the left and right sides. The indications of the corners of
the specimen at x = 0 mm and x = 1500 mm are now clearly
visible. The profile in Fig. 15b shows the amplitude maxi-
mum in the interval z= 240−270mm (depth of the backwall
indication). This profile also shows the corner echoes aswell-
defined peaks. It is clear however, that there is no change in
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(a)

Fig. 13 a SAFT reconstruction without cosine filtering of one MIRA
position on specimen #6-free before crack creation, instrument position
x = 650 mm. The dashed lines show the area of 330 mm width below
the instrument. b Schematic sound path of the indications in (a)

1 2
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 14 a SAFT reconstruction without cosine filtering of one MIRA
position on specimen #6-free before crack creation, instrument position
x = 290 mm. The dashed lines show the area of 330 mm width below
the instrument. b Schematic sound path of the indications in (a)

Fig. 15 a Compound-B-scan of specimen #6-fdc with a full-depth
crack, reconstruction opening angle − 90° to + 90°, and b amplitude
profile at the depth interval 240 − 270 mm. White arrows in (a) and
black arrows in (b): Corner indications from the side faces of the spec-
imen (lower left and right corners)

the indication at the crack position at x = 860 mm (see Fig. 9
h). Reflections from the corners occur as indication at the
same depth z as the echoes from the backwall. If an acoustic
array is located above the corner or too close to it, the indi-
cation from the corner reflector merges with the backwall
indication and cannot be detected.

A minimal distance or, from another point of view, a min-
imal angle between the corner reflector and the array shall
be kept to ensure that these two indications can be distin-
guished.One solutionwould be to discard the positions above
the crack position and use only a subset of the scan positions
for the reconstruction. However, this solution is not opti-
mal, since it is possible that the crack position is not exactly
known. The problem can be solved if the backwall signal
is removed from the image by limiting the reconstruction
angles. As an example, Fig. 16 shows the compound-B-scan
of one line scan of specimen #6-fdcwith full-depth crack, and
its amplitude profile at the depth interval around the back-
wall indication. The angles of reconstruction were limited to
−60/−30° and 30°/60°. The angles are measured relative to
the normal to the inspection surface.

As can be seen in Fig. 16, the backwall echo is filtered out
and the corner reflections from the specimen edges and from
the full-depth crack are still present. Some smaller indica-
tions from reinforcement bars close to the backwall are also
visible. The profile in Fig. 16b shows the peaks of the spec-
imen’s left edge (x = 0 mm) and right edge (x = 1500 mm)
and of the full-depth crack at x= 860 mm. In the compound-
B-scan, there are also indications at depth z = 500 mm from
the upper specimen edges and from the upper crack corner.

Even more clearly, the crack profile can be imaged as a
2DSAFTC-scan. Figure 17 represents 2DSAFTC-scan pro-
jection images of an interval around the wall indication with
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Fig. 16 a Compound-B-scan of specimen #6-fdc with full-depth crack,
reconstruction opening angle ± (30°−60°), and b amplitude profile at
the depth interval 240 − 270 mm. White arrows in a and black arrows
in b: Corner indications from the side faces of the specimen (lower left
and right corner), red arrows in (a) and (b): Corner indication from the
full-depth crack and the backwall

Fig. 17 Comparison of 2D SAFT C-scans (maximum of an interval of
240−270 mm depth) of specimen #6-fdc with a full-depth crack, with
different reconstruction angles: (a)−90° to+ 90° and (b)± (30°−60°).
White arrows in (a, b): Corner indications from the side faces of the
specimen, red arrow in (b): Corner indication from the full-depth crack

full angle of reconstruction (upper image) and with angular
filtering (bottom image). The line at position x = 860 mm in
the Fig. 17b is the reflection from the lower crack corner.

6 Application of SAFT with Angle Limitation

6.1 Examination of the 250mmThick Specimens
with Respect to the Corner Indication

To compare the results on the objects with full-depth cracks
and partial-depth cracks, we applied the backwall echo fil-
tering and the corner echo extraction to the same ultrasonic
data used for Fig. 9a−h. The results are displayed in Fig. 18.

From the images of Fig. 18, it can be stated that the cor-
ner reflections from the specimen’s edges are presented in
all compound-B-scans. The reflection intensity varies from
specimen to specimen due the difference in the acoustical
properties and the physical condition of the edges in this
particular specimen slice (y = 300 mm). The second obser-
vation is that the compound-B-scans of the specimens with
partial-depth cracks or notch have no indications between the
edge indications at the depth which is equal to the specimen’s
thickness (z = 250 mm). On the other hand, in some com-
pound scans there is a low-intensity indication at the depth z
= 500mm,which is the reflection from the upper crack/notch
corner.

Figure 19 shows the 2D SAFT C-scan projections of the
processed area scans with the angle limited to± (30°−60°).
A total of 9 lines with a distance of�y= 50mmwere always
acquired. The SAFT reconstructed data were evaluated in the
depth interval between z = 240 mm and z = 270 mm. The
edges of the samples are seen at the positions x= 0mm and x
= 1500 mm. As the roughness of the sidewalls and the scat-
tering in the component vary, the intensity of the indication
also varies for the different y−values (scan lines). The full-
depth crack is visible as a line at x = 860 mm in Fig. 19h.
The images of the other specimens are free of comparable
indications at their corresponding defect position. The image
of the reference specimen #4-free (Fig. 19d) is remarkable.
The left corner indication of the specimen’s edge is not com-
plete, and there are strong indications between x = 800 mm
and x = 1200 mm.

The detailed visual inspection of specimen #4-free pro-
vided explanation of the ultrasonic indications. One edge of
the specimen was damaged, and a diagonal crack was visible
at the side faces. Figure 20 shows photos of the two side faces
with the damaged corner (black arrows) and the crack (red
arrows). These defects explain the missing part of the corner
indication at x = 0 in Fig. 19d.

For a further inspection, the specimen was rotated and
positioned on its backwall. Cracks were found and docu-
mented, as seen in Fig. 21. These cracks were partial-depth
cracks open to the backwall. This explains the findings in
Fig. 9d, where the surface indications are free of disruption,
while the backwall indication is interrupted. The corner echo
indications in Fig. 19d match the crack opening in the back-
wall found by visual inspection as can be seen by comparing
the green box in the schematic sketch of the visual inspection
with the ultrasonic 2D SAFT C-scan in Fig. 21.

6.2 Application of SAFT with Angle Limitation
to a Specimenwith 500mmThickness

In order to examine the performance of the technique with
thicker components, a 500 mm thick specimen with full-
depth crack was fabricated by BAM. The specimen contains
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Fig. 18 Compound-B-scans images of the specimens listed in Table 1,
one scan line (y = 300 mm), angle limitations± (30°−60°). a–e Spec-
imen #1–#5. Specimen #6 was scanned and evaluated in three different

conditions: f without defect, g with partial-depth crack and h with full-
depth crack

only two layers of reinforcement as shown in Fig. 22. The
surface of the specimen was scanned with the MIRA before
crack generation.With seven drill holes filled with expansion
mortar, a full-depth crack was produced. Afterwards, more
area scans were acquired.

After processing the MIRA data with the procedure
explained above, the corner indications of the specimen’s
side faces are very well visible (Fig. 23). The indications are
very strong and free of noise because the specimen contains
less reinforcement bars than the 250 mm thick ones.

After the full-depth crack was produced, an additional
indication appears approximately in the middle of the spec-
imen at the crack’s x-position (Fig. 24). The indications of
the full-depth crack are also very strong and relatively free of
noise. The amplitude of the crack indication varies depend-
ing on the y-position. Though the crack opening was mainly
parallel to the y-direction because the drill holes specified

this direction, the crack front can deviate inside the speci-
men, and the walls do not need to be perfectly vertical and
flat. Such roughness and deviation of the crack’s side faces
from the “ideal” orientation of a vertical wall can reduce the
amplitude of the corner indication.

6.3 Application to 1000mmThick Round Foundation

The corner echo technique was tested further on a 1000 mm
thick circular foundation located at the outdoor facility of the
BAM. The foundation has a diameter of 4000 mm. Two rigid
foam plates were embedded as models for vertical cracks.
One of the plates (defect 2, representing a full-depth crack)
had a height of 900 mm and a length of 800 mm, the other
one had a height of 600 mm and a length of 800 mm (defect
1, model of partial-depth crack). The plates were fixed with
their length axis in radial direction below the upper layer of
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Fig. 19 2DSAFTC-scans of the specimens listed inTable 1, the angle of
reconstruction was limited to ± (30°−60°). The evaluated depth inter-
val is z = 240−270 mm. a–e: Specimen #1–#5. Specimen #6 is shown

in three different conditions: f without defect, gwith partial-depth crack
and h with full-depth crack

reinforcement (Fig. 25). After the concrete was cured, rect-
angular scan areas were defined on the top surface of the
foundation above each of the test defects. Using the MIRA
instrument, area scans were taken with a step size of 90 mm
along the x−axis and 50 mm along the y−axis at a cen-
tre frequency of 50 kHz. Figures 26, 27 and 28 show the
SAFT reconstruction results of the MIRAmeasurement data
for defects 1 and 2. In this case, the software InterSAFT
(K. Mayer, Kassel, Germany, [29]) available at BAM was
used. This software also allows a selection of the angle of
reconstruction. Other than the previous investigations, a 3D
reconstruction was calculated. To visualise the corner echo
of the vertical defects, an angle of ± 30 was defined in the
SAFT software.

As can be seen in Figs. 26 and 27, both test defects deliver
a corner indication. However, themagnitude of the indication
of defect 2 is about 10 times higher than the magnitude of
test defect 2. The respective SAFT-C-scans show that the
indication of test defect 1 is not much higher than the noise
level. A small indication in case of the 600 mm deep plate,
which did not protrude to the backwall, can be explained by
echoes from reinforcement bars and by ultrasonic rays which
are reflected at the side wall of the corner formed by the

plate and the backwall (�z-values larger than 165 mm, see
Eq. 4 and Fig. 13). For geometrical reasons, the length of the
scan lines perpendicular to the “crack opening” was limited,
and the distance between the nominal position of the MIRA
and the crack position was smaller than the recommended
value of d = 1000 mm. In summary, the measurement on the
1000 mm thick foundation confirmed the applicability of the
corner echo technique to thick-walled components.

7 Discussion and Outlook

In this work, we showed that the corner echo techniquewhich
is commonly used in ultrasonic testing of metals can be
applied for ultrasonic testing of concrete with commercially
available DPC shear wave arrays. The corner echo can be
visualised using 2D or 3D SAFT processing of areas-scans,
line-scans or single-pointmeasurementswith adaptedparam-
eters.

Either the position of the array relative to the corner can
be selected, or the angle of reconstruction can be restricted to
separate the corner indication from the backwall indication,
or both methods can be combined. This procedure enables
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Fig. 20 Photos of the damaged edge of specimen #4-free with missing
corner (black arrows) and crack (red arrows) (Color figure online)

Side view

Bottom view

Side view

Reconstructed area

2D SAFT C-scan at 240 mm - 270 mm depth

Rebars
0.10

0.15

0.25

0.05
0.10

0.150.150.25

Fig. 21 Sketch of the results of the visual inspection of the backwall
of specimen #4-free and ultrasonic SAFT-C-scan with angular filtering
to display corner echoes. The black numbers are approximate crack
opening values in mm

Crack

7 drill holes to 
initiate full-depth crack

Rebars

Fig. 22 Sketch of the 500 mm thick specimen #7 with full-depth crack

Fig. 23 Compound-B-scan, 2D SAFTC-scan with angular filtering and
profile at depth z= 470−540mmof the 500mm thick specimen # 7-free
before crack generation. White and black arrows: Corner indications
from the side faces of the specimen

application of the corner echo technique using commercially
available measurement equipment and SAFT software. The
results of this paper were demonstrated using the A1040
MIRA as an example, but they are applicable to other lin-
ear DPC arrays that use SH waves.

The side faces of block-shaped specimens are a good ref-
erence to probe corner echo detection. If the vertical walls
are flat and exactly perpendicular to the backwall, the cor-
ner indication has the maximal intensity. For real cracks, the
crack opening, the roughness or the crack’s sidewalls and
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Fig. 24 Compound-B-scan, 2D SAFTC-scan with angular filtering and
profile at depth z = 470−540 mm of specimen # 7-fdc with full-depth
crack.White and black arrows: Corner indications from the side faces of
the specimen, red arrows: Corner indications from the full-depth crack
(Color figure online)

their orientation can vary from place to place. If the crack
faces are rough such that they scatter the ultrasonic wave

instead of providing a specular reflection, or if the orientation
of the crack faces deviates from the perpendicular orienta-
tion, the intensity of the corner indication reduces. Therefore,
a single scan line perpendicular to the crack opening is often
not enough, but rather, several scan lines or area scans are
necessary to obtain more statistics.

For visualisation of the corner echo, the conventional
SAFT reconstruction with limited angles was used, though
the underlying hypothesis of direction independent sec-
ondary point sources (see Chapter 4) is not correct in case of
a reflecting corner with a specular reflection at two points.
Nevertheless, the corner indication was clearly visible, mak-
ing a practical application possible. Within further work, an
improvement of the corner indication is aimed using special
algorithms. Additional examination is also needed to con-
sider the effect of the inclination angle of the crack.

One application of the corner reflection method is a quali-
tative estimation of the depth of the crack. If the crack breaks
both surfaces—the inspection surface and the backwall of the
object—the conclusion can be made that the crack is a full-
depth crack. For example, the crack opening can be visually
identified on the inspection surface and on the backwall by
using the corner reflection. Alternatively, the crack open-
ing in the inspection surface can be confirmed through the
corner reflection as well. For that, the reconstruction area
is extended in z-direction such that the first mirror plane is
included. The second corner reflection from the crack at the
top surface (indication (5) in Figs. 14 and 16 as an example)

Area 1

Area 2

800 mm
300 mm

600 mm

800 mm

4000 mm

1000 mm

Test defect 1
600 mm deep plate

Test defect 2
900 mm deep plate

900 mm

Fig. 25 Photo of the 1 m thick foundation located at the test facility BAM, Horstwalde, with two embedded foam plates as test defects. The plates
were radially oriented and had different heights. Two areas were defined for MIRA measurements on the top surface of the foundation
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Fig. 26 3D SAFT reconstruction of the measurements in area 1 with
angular filtering, a 3D SAFT C-scan at a depth of 1000 mm, b B-scan
of corner echo

appears at the depth that corresponds the double thickness of
the inspection object.

The presence of a corner echo reflection in the ultrasonic
image is an indicator of a vertically oriented surface break-
ing flaw, like a crack. Thus, this technique can be used for
detection of surface cracks in a concrete plate. If the exact
location or even the presence of the crack is unknown, a single
point measurement is not sufficient to detect the crack; it can
be identified via a line-scan or an area-scan with additional
limitation of the reconstruction opening angle. An impor-
tant factor in case of unknown / invisible crack(s) is the
requirement, that the ultrasonic device is oriented possibly
orthogonal to the crack face to ensure that the sound reflects
back to the array and not in any other direction. Therefore,
scanning of the region of interest with various device orien-
tation is recommended.

A fewwords should be added about the influence of rebars
on the reliability of the inspection results. Rebars scatter
the sound. That means, firstly, they reduce the acoustical
energy, which arrives at the crack corner and−on the way
back—at the receiver. Secondly, diffractions and reflections
from rebars cause signals in A-scans and indications in the
reconstructed SAFT images. The scattering of the acoustical
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Fig. 27 3D SAFT reconstruction of the measurements in area 2 with
angular filtering, a 3D SAFT C-scan at a depth of 1000 mm, b B-scan
of corner echo

Fig. 28 SAFT-C-scans shown in the scan areas on top of the foundation
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energy by rebars can be a limiting factor for any kind of con-
crete inspection, not only for the corner reflection method.
An even more significant effect can be observed in the case
of a very dense reinforcement layer. In the current study the
reinforcement of the concrete blocks did not limit their testa-
bility.

The indications from rebars are visible in the reconstructed
images. Nevertheless, they can be easily identified as rebars,
since they are located at a depth which differs from the object
thickness. Even if rebars are located close to the backwall,
they can be separated from the crack indication due to their
lower intensity in comparison to the corner reflection and
thanks to their regular spatial arrangement (see Fig. 19 e.g.).

The MIRA instrument used here is applicable for compo-
nents with maximal thickness of approximately 2000 mm.
The exact penetration depth depends on the ultrasonic veloc-
ity of the component and on the scattering by rebars and
grains. Though the linear array is predestined to steer into
selected angles by post-processing of the data, application of
other equipment like the Large Aperture Ultrasonic System
(LAUS) [30, 31] should be considered for thick components.

In addition to the corner echo, other ultrasound methods
like e.g., plane wave imaging [32] can be elaborated in the
future to gain more information on crack depth. The crack
tip echo was recently mapped for a real crack in concrete
[33]. Other recent advanced developments such as targeted
filtering and information fusion from different measurement
methods [34], phase analysis of ultrasonic time signals [31],
or extended synthetic aperture focusing technique [35], to
name only a few, contribute to a general improvement of the
signal-to-noise ratio in the nondestructive images of concrete
and can be analysed with regard to their potential to improve
crack depth measurements.
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